
Wow, Same.

P R I D E  M O N T H  E D I T I O N

Real stories, from real people 

Tell us about an awkward, embarrassing,
or funny intimate experience of yours.  

prompt 1: 

swipe to read



As someone closeted to their family. Hearing
parents ask about a potential girlfriends and a

future wife make the conversation so
awkward.

I have been on so many wlw dates where both
parties were too shy to even touch hands. The

"I wish I had kissed you" texts that follow are
hilarious and a bit sad.

Wow, Same.



 
Left my packer in the bathroom and

roommates saw it - had to come up with a
wild story because I am not out to them!

 

I hooked up with a girl on a camping trip in the
tent while everyone else was around on the

campsite. We said we were napping!

Wow, Same.



 
Awkward - my roommate accidentally heard

me having a sexual experience for the first
time, I’m still so sorry.

 

I cried after having my first kiss with a girl at a
school dance. I was so overwhelmed I just

couldn't take it anymore but it definitely
solidified that I like girls.

Wow, Same.



When I was in the 2nd-3rd grade I was strangely
obsessed with this girl in the year above me,

simple kid stuff like just wanting to stare at her in
the halls and using her assignments as inspiration
and stuff but never talking to her. Ya know, one of
those moments where you don’t realize it was a
crush until you find out what LGBT+ means. She

moved in like fourth grade but we ended up at the
same high school. Obviously I never talked to her

but I followed her on Instagram where she recently
posted a coming out post. So little 2nd grade me
had some good gay intuition + good taste. Still

won’t talk to her though.

Wow, Same.



 
After sex, a cishet man told me I was so good
that he has to “start considering fu**ing more

queer women” !
 

I was in the MIDDLE of having sex with my partner,
when his phone rang. It was his mom..... he picked

up the phone..... and talked to her about his
doctor's appointment while I was still on top of him

XD. Needless to say, we didn't finish.

Wow, Same.


